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Chapter 91: Choice 

Yue Zhong stared at Lin Jun, getting right to the point he asked: “Tell me what abilities you have?” 

Lin Jun didn’t hesitate: “I was a locksmith before Z-Age. I can open up any lock in under a miute. I 

thought my abilities would be useful to you.” 

Yue Zhong plainly said: “Whatever is locked can be opened. What big words. Can you open up an iris-

scan lock?” 

Lin Jun became a little embarrassed and said: “No! I can only open up a few ordinary locks. For example: 

security doors, hotel doors, and ordinary civilian use locks.” 

Yue Zhong’s sight focused on Lin Jun: “All right! I’ll accept you. You’ll first start as an outside personnel. 

But are you clear on our rules?” 

Lin Jun excitedly said: “Clear! I know all the rules very clearly.” 

Right now the world already started to change. If one can follow a formidable power, then it is very 

unlikely to starve to death. Being an outside personnel for Yue Zhong’s formidable party, it is already the 

desire of everyone in Always Bright Village. 

Yue Zhong searched over the mutated dog and cat corpses, but he couldn’t find a glass bead. It made 

him a little disappointed. 

After deciding mutated beasts can be eaten, Yue Zhong distributed the snake and dog meat. Even the 

other Always Bright Villager survivors would receive a bowl of meat soup. 

Everyone was in high spirits like it was a festival. 

After Yue Zhong recovered, he again used a chicken as bait, trying to catch another mutated snake. After 

several days every inch of the brook had been tested. But there wasn’t the slightest sign of another one. 

Yue Zhong organized a group of people to start fishing in the brook after he confirmed there weren’t any 

mutated river snakes. 

Fish were extremely abundant in the small brook. A net was set up catching a dozen kg of fish. 

“Tomorrow I want to go to the gathering at Long Hai City. Who among you wants to come with me?” 

After dinner Yue Zhong gathered all of the Lei Jiang City survivors. 

Most of the survivors rescued from Lei Jiang city weren’t his subordinates, and they hadn’t entered his 

system. Those people rescued by Yue Zhong from Lei Jiang City put more hope in the survivor camp 

organization at Long Hai city hall instead of Yue Zhong. They weren’t in his system so he couldn’t force 

them to do anything. 

“I want to go.” 

“I’ll go.” 



As soon as Yue Zhong’s words came out, immediately there was a burst of replies. Nearly everyone 

shouted replies. 

Yue Zhong looked in those peoples eyes, turning to Chi Yang he said: “Chi Yang, You stay here and take 

charge. I don’t trust other people.” 

Chi Yang’s temper is steady, and his strength is also powerful. He is one of Yue Zhong’s best friends. If 

Chi Yang takes over Always Bright Village, then Yue Zhong can be at ease leaving Always Bright Village. 

Otherwise as soon as Yue Zhong leaves, Always Bright Village could once again return to chaos. 

Although Yue Zhong’s vision wasn’t to occupy Always Bright Village, it was still hundreds of people. Once 

chaos resumes, it is unknown how many talented people can be recovered. 

“Yes” Chi Yang looked at Yue Zhong, nodding his head. 

“You all want to come with me to Long Hai City base, then no problem! In the past I promised to bring 

you there. But there is one matter I must declare beforehand. Once we get to Long Hai City your safety 

and food responsibilities will all be shifted over to the Long Hai City government. Is there a problem with 

that?’ Yue Zhong’s eyes swept across the room. 

The majority of survivors didn’t have any abilities, equivalent to burdens. They wanted to go, and Yue 

Zhong was happy to lighten the load. If Yue Zhong could deliver them into the hands of Long Hai City 

government, then his burden would become much lighter. 

Those women hesitated after hearing Yue Zhong’s words. They had already seen an aspect of Z-Age’s 

cruelty in Always Bright Village. They didn’t know what the survivor camp in Long Hai City would be like. 

If Yue Zhong didn’t look over them, they didn’t know what the future would change into. 

As those women were thinking, Zhang Xuan suddenly said: “I want to stay! Yue Zhong, I want to stay 

here and help you clean. Can I?” 

Yue Zhong looked at baby faced cute Zhang Xuan, slightly smiling he said; ‘Of course you can. I will make 

you a preliminary team member if you wish to stay.” 

Zhang Xin (張欣) looked at Chi Yang, in a firm tone she said: “I also want to stay.” 

Wang Qian glared at Zhang Xin (張欣) and snapped: “I also want to stay.” 

Yue Zhong looked at the speechless Chi Yang. With a soft smile he said: “You two will also be preliminary 

team members.” 

Yuan Ying looked at Zhang Xuan, looked at Yue Zhong, and then earnestly said: “I also want to stay” 

“I also want to stay.” said Zhang Xin (張心). Contrary to Yue Zhong’s expectations, she also decided to 

stay. 

Apart from these five women, everyone else remained silent. 

Yue Zhong looked at everyone and plainly said: “Since this is the case, everyone pack tonight. We are 

leaving tomorrow.” 



Not long after everyone scattered, Yue Zhong and Lu Wen got comfortable and bathed each other like a 

happy little couple. 

After the passion, Yue Zhong hugged Lu Wen and Guo Yu and leaned against the bathhouse wall. 

Lu Wen lay in Yue Zhong’s chest. She tightly held onto Yue Zhong’s arm and threw a tantrum: “Brother 

Yue Zhong, How about I go with you to Long Hai City? To be apart from you for so long is unbearable.” 

Yue Zhong affectionately looked at the cute Lu Wen in his arms. He gave her a kiss and said: “Then what 

will happen here? This is our base. You are the Boss’s woman, could it be you don’t want to take over 

this place, and hold on to our base?” 

Lu Wen hugged on to Yue Zhong’s arm, using her plump little chest she pushed up against him: “Chi 

Yang is here not you! Bring me with you! Yes or no?” 

Yue Zhong felt Lu Wen’s soft and smooth skin, and his heart was moved. Stroking her cute little head he 

lovingly said: “Okay! Okay! Okay!” 

“Brother is the best” Lu Wen burst with praise, and she kissed Yue Zhong’s face two times. 

Guo Yu also grabbed onto Yue Zhong’s arm. Using her two big beautiful eyes she stared into Yue Zhong: 

“Master, can I go with you? I can help you will all of the miscellaneous errands.” 

“Yes.” Yue Zhong looked at that beautiful temptress that was like a china doll. He bent down and softly 

kissed her forehead. 

These days Guo Yu continually handled various work. She squared away whatever Yue Zhong 

commanded. Yue Zhong’s every day life affairs were taken care of by Guo Yu. He was a little linked to 

this cute lolita. 

Hearing Yue Zhong’s approval, Guo Yu revealed a sweet smile. 

 

  

Chapter 92: Wang Hai 

On the highway to Long Hai City, two Dongfeng trucks, two Jeeps, and a Hummer formed a small 

motorcade, and sped along the road. 

“Save me!! Save me!!!” 

Suddenly, eight men, dressed up in wide variety of clothes, rushed out from a side road. They were 

carrying various old model rifles and handguns. 

Behind them, two S1s closely pursued them like the wind without abandon. 

In the midst of the intense cry for help, a man lagging behind was clawed by an S1. A huge claw slash 

immediately appeared on his shoulder. His face turned pale. Using his full strength to break free from 

the S1, he madly rushed forward again. 

Yue Zhong gave a command to Wang Shuang who was driving the car: “Stop the vehicle! Kill them!” 



Wang Shuang immediately stepped on the brakes and stopped the Hummer. 

The following vehicles stopped quickly behind them. Twelve men carrying type 79 assault rifles jumped 

down from the vehicles. Glaring like tigers, they pointed their guns at the eight men carrying the various 

types of old weapons. 

Da Gouzi commanded to the eight fugitive men: “Drop the weapons! then crouch down! Otherwise we 

will open fire!” 

Yue Zhong’s protocol when encountering armed personnel was to first make them give up their 

weapons, then he will assist. Otherwise letting other parties join his ranks was too dangerous. 

Seeing Yue Zhong’s side carrying type 79 assault rifles, the eight men’s eyes flashed with fear. They 

immediately threw their guns to the side, and they rushed into Yue Zhong’s ranks, loudly yelling: “Don’t 

shoot!! Please save us!” 

Compared to the monster S1, being in the ranks of men felt much more safe. 

Yue Zhong got out of the vehicle. Holding an Imitation Tang Sword, his image flashed, appearing up and 

down in front of the two S1. The sword flashed across, and their heads were easily sent flying. 

The two headless S1 corpse fell to the ground. They burst forth with 20 life coins and a white box. 

“How severe!” The eight survivors saw Yue Zhong easily behead them. The S1 who existed in the 

heavens was brought down to earth so easily, and their eyes flashed with fear. 

Yue Zhong tossed the white box and life coins into a backpack. He asked to the eight men before him, 

“Who are you all?” 

Although Yue Zhong had the storage ring, he still carried the backpack before others to deceive the 

public. The storage ring is a level 6 treasure. If other people knew, inevitably they would be jealous and 

cause unneeded trouble. 

Like a thug, Da Gouzi fiercely said to the survivors: “This is our captain, Yue! Yue asked you something, 

why haven’t you quickly answered? If you aren’t honest, I’ll execute you!” 

A young man with the stature of a leader quickly said: “We are a Long Hai City’s survivor camp group 

searching for supplies. I am named Wang Hai! I am this small group’s team lead! Thank you for rescuing 

us.” 

Yue Zhong stared and said in a low voice at Wang Hai: “Wang Hai! I want to know the present situation 

of the Long Hai City survivor camp. Tell me everything you know. I only want to know information on 

Long Hai City. I’ll give you your guns and people. But if I discover you cheated me, it will be your doom.” 

“Yes!” Wang Hai’s heart shivered in fear, then he told Yue Zhong everything he knew about the Long Hai 

City Survivor camp. 

The day, Z-Age started, Long Hai also heard the sound claiming to be the hand of God. The majority of 

people became zombies. The Long Hai City survivor group also had seven people become infected and 

turn into zombies. 



But fortunately, Long Hai City had troops stationed nearby. Their unit also had a large majority become 

infected and turn into zombies, and the unit’s established organizational structure disappeared. But 

there was a portion of troops under the command of a battalion commander named Lei Cheng that used 

modern firepower to clear out all of the zombies, recovering the military camp. 

The remaining Long Hai City’s leadership was brought under the command of the Long Hai City’s mayor, 

Chen Jianfeng. The remaining armed police were converged into Lei Cheng’s army unit. 

After converging, Chen Jianfeng immediately organized manpower to attack the less populated district 

of Qingyuan County in Long Hai City. Those mutants had just started; they were zombies that had yet to 

evolve. They didn’t stand a chance facing a modern organized army. 

After two days of fighting, The zombies of Qingyuan County were purged. Chen Jianfeng used Qingyuan 

County to establish the Long Hai City survivor camp, gathering together various survivors. This is 

everything I know. Right now Qingyuan County has nearly four thousand survivors. Every day, scattered 

runaway groups and survivors enter the Long Hai City survivor base. 

Wang Hai looked at Yue Zhong, carefully asking: “May I ask, are you an evolver, captain Yue?” 

[TL: The term “強化者” has been used several times by the author. It basically means someone who 

grows stronger, and I will be translating it as evolver now.] 

Yue Zhong curiously asked: “How many evolvers does the Long Hai City camp have?” 

Wang Hai responded: “Dozens of people!” 

In this world, there are people who weren’t short of luck and power. Yue Zhong also didn’t believe he 

was the only evolver. But upon hearing dozens of evolvers exist, it made him feel a little pressure. 

Wang Hai asked: “Captain Yue! Do you want to enter Long Hai City survivor camp?” 

Yue Zhong said: “Correct!” 

Wang Hai explained to Yue Zhong: “At present, the base established a new policy. People who enter the 

base must hand over all the goods they’ve gotten from the God and Devil World system. The base will 

also confiscate your weapons and ammunition. You should be a little careful!” 

“They also have these things?” Yue Zhong’s brows wrinkled. He commanded to Da Gouzi: “Grab 5kg of 

rice and give it to Wang Hai.” 

Da Gouzi nodded, he quickly gave Wang Hai 5kg of rice from the Dongfeng truck: “Captain Yue gives you 

this!” 

“Thank you Captain Yue! Thank You Captain Yue!” Wang Hai carried a box of instant noodles, 

immediately he smiled. This time when he brought out the group, there were a lot of losses, but he now 

had 5kg of rice. That much could be considered a harvest. Food wasn’t abundant in Long Hai City 

survivor base. 

“Why do you want to tie me up!! Why?” Just then, a man’s panicked cry sounded. 



Yue Zhong’s voice smoothly looked over. He saw that one of Wang Hai’s men had been tightly bound up. 

Wang Shuang stood over him holding an Imitation Tang Sword. This was the man who had the claw 

mark on his shoulder. 

“Wait a moment!” Wang Hai shouted out. Then he walked over in front of the man who had been 

clawed by the S1. He sighed and said: “Old Li, as someone who has been infected, there is no hope. Do 

you have any last words?” 

 

  

Chapter 93 Longhai City Survivor Base 

Looking at Wang Hai, Lao Li was extremely moved, and his eyes became red. He said a little sadly: 

“Captain Wang! My death doesn’t matter! But what about my wife and son?” 

Wang Hai slowly said: “These two, we will help you take care of them. You can rest easy!” 

Wang Hai’s remaining men saw this scene. Their hearts became burdened. Old Li is an honest man, and 

he is very popular in the group. No one wanted to see him die, but those infected will certainly die. This 

is law. Even those evolvers who are strengthened by the God and Devil World system will turn into 

zombies when infected. This virus is truly terrifying. 

Old Li closed his eyes. “Come! Give me happiness!” 

Wang Hai looked at Yue Zhong and said: “Captain Yue, can you let us resolve this ourselves.” 

Yue Zhong nodded, and Wang Shuang put away the Imitation Tang Sword. 

Wang Hai pointed his gun at Old Li’s brain and said: “Old Li, go well!” 

Peng! A gunshot, Old Li’s head received a bloody hole, and then he collapsed to the ground. 

Da Gouzi came over to Yue Zhong’s side and asked: “Captain Yue, what do we do now? Are we still going 

to the Long Hai City survivor camp?” 

If Yue Zhong’s group gets their items confiscated by Long Hai City base, then they will get trampled on 

like tigers who have their teeth pulled out. Da Gouzi somewhat gave up, wanting to return to Always 

Bright Village. 

Yue Zhong simply said: “We continue!” 

Yue Zhong came before Wang Hai and plainly said: “Wang Hai, you and your men may leave!” 

“Thank you captain Yue! Thank you captain Yue! When you arrive at Long Hai City base find me. I will 

certainly treat you.” Wang hai repeatedly yelled overjoyed. 

Finished speaking, Wang Hai was afraid Yue Zhong would go back on his word. He took his six men and 

quickly left the area. 



Compared to ever evolving zombies, ordinary people are easier to deal with. Because of this several 

people started hunting fellow human beings, and they started snatching supplies. There are very few 

people like Yue Zhong who would rescue them, and then not take the firearms they rely on to survive. 

“Lin Jun! Come over here!” Yue Zhong pondered a moment, and called over to the team member at his 

side. 

Lin Jun arrived at Yue Zhong’s and asked a little bit excitedly: “Captain Yue what are your orders?” 

Lin Jun didn’t have many experiences at the side of Yue Zhong. He really wanted to display his worth. 

Yue Zhong stared at Lin Jun and asked: “You are familiar with the area around Long Hai City. Do you 

know of a place we can hide our supplies?” 

Lin Jun’s hometown is indeed a small county near Long Hai City. He was relatively familiar with the area. 

This is one of the reasons Yue Zhong brought him along. He needed someone familiar with the area as a 

guide. 

Lin Jun knitted his brows in deep thought for a moment and finally said to Yue Zhong: “There is! I 

remember near Qingyuan there is a small village named Xi Village with a cave. Xi village had very few 

people, only a couple dozen. The land is barren without any supplies. There shouldn’t be anyone going 

there.” 

“Da Gouzi!” Yue Zhong said in a deep voice. 

“What is it, Captain Yue?” Da Gouzi came to Yue Zhong’s side and asked. 

“Select several people to follow me. You stay and defend here! This time we are going. Don’t tell anyone 

about the existence of these women. Understood?” Yue Zhong said to Da Gouzi. 

The women who wanted to go to Long Hai City survivor camp have already been excluded by Yue Zhong 

as trusted partners. After all, they want to leave after arriving at Long Hai City. Anything could happen to 

them in the future. 

Da Gouzi nodded his head, he selected several people to follow Yue Zhong. They drove out a Dong Feng 

truck loaded with survival goods and weapons. 

“Where is Yue Zhong going?” Seeing Yue Zhong go out, Chen Yao couldn’t help but ask. 

Da Gouzi looked at Chen Yao and coldly said: “Chen Yao, should you be asking about Captain Yue’s 

whereabouts?” 

Da Gouzi looked down upon those saved by Yue Zhong that had chosen to leave. 

Chen Yao stared blankly. She never thought Da Gouzi would speak like this to her. Da Gouzi had always 

been courteous to the people following Yue Zhong in Always Bright Village. He had never been this cold. 

Chen Yao’s eyebrows wrinkled, and she couldn’t help but say: “What’s with the attitude! I’m concerned 

about Yue Zhong so I asked!” 

Da Gouzi dully said: “After we get to Long Hai City survivor base, you aren’t one of our people. It’s best 

you don’t ask about Captain Yue’s business.” 



Chen Yao still wanted to say something. But Ji Qingwu pulled her clothes, shaking her head saying: “Yao 

Yao, we already became outsiders. We decided to leave Always Bright Village and go to the Long Hai City 

survivor base. It is logical for them to act like this towards us. After all, this matter is about their safety.” 

After hearing Ji Qingwu’s words, all sorts of feelings welled up in Chen Yao’s heart. It was somewhat 

bitter. Part of her wanted to stay at Yue Zhong’s side, but she also wanted to return to the government’s 

protection and an orderly society. Under rule of government and in societal order, she is a princess, but 

with Yue Zhong she is just another ordinary pretty girl. She also didn’t have feelings for Yue Zhong, so 

naturally she chose the Long Hai City survivor base. 

Ji Qingwu looked at the conflicted Chen Yao without speaking. She would rather stay at Yue Zhong’s 

side, but Chen Yao is her best friend. Ji Qingwu’s family has also served Chen Yao’s family for 

generations. Ji Qingwu’s grandfather is the personal bodyguard of Chen Yao’s grandfather. Since their 

generation, the Ji family has been a subordinate power to the Chen family. Officially and personally, Ji 

Qingwu must be with Chen Yao. 

Under the guidance of Lin Jun, Yue Zhong easily found the cave. He took all of the goods on the Dong 

Feng truck and stored them there, then he returned to the motorcade. 

Continually moving along the highway, Yue Zhong’s group quickly arrived at the entrance to the survivor 

base in Qingyuan county. 

Qingyuan county is a small town located not far to the west of Long Hai City. Before Z-Age it had well 

preserved ancient walls and buildings which was a selling point for the tourist industry. 

Yue Zhong saw the walls of the Qingyuan township from far away. Those walls had great use for 

defending against zombies and mutated beasts when combined with modern weaponry. 

“Stop!” Yue Zhong’s group just arrived before the gates. Four heavily armed soldiers immediately rushed 

over and yelled. 

Yue Zhong’s got out of their vehicles one by one. 

As soon as Yue Zhong’s group got out of their vehicles, they were confiscated by the soldiers. 

Several government personnel walked over. 

Among them one person came to Yue Zhong’s side and said: “I am responsible for receiving survivors. 

I’m named Chen Zhiguang. You all may carry your personal items and enter the Long Hai City survivor 

camp. Cash, gold, and diamonds can be exchanged here for food stamps.” 

 

  

Chapter 94: Art of Fear’s Mighty Ability 

Zhao Li’s eyes lit up, she hastily asked; “What is the exchange rate for cash and gold to food stamps?” 

Zhao Li always carried around a suitcase of cash and gold to be able to trade in the Long Hai City survivor 

camp. 



Chen Zhiguan plainly said: 10,000 RMB for .5kg of food stamps, 1kg gold for 10kg of food stamps, and 

1kg diamonds for 10kg of food stamps.” 

Zhao Li’s brows wrinkled, her strong female character burst out yelling at Chen Zhiguang: “What? 10,000 

RMB for .5kg worth of food stamps? This exchange rate is too unreasonable! Bring your leadership to 

me. I am the chairman of the board for the fast food chain Duo Li Fen.” 

The value of the Duo Li Fen fast food chain exceeds one hundred million. It was a very popular Chinese 

style fast food chain before Z-Age. Zhao Li was a societal celebrity as the chairman of the board. She was 

very careful in Yue Zhong’s group. As soon as she arrived at the government system she immediately 

began to put on airs. 

Chen Zhiguang looked at Zhao Li slightly sardonic: “No need! I am the leader. You can exchange or not, 

but I won’t do it after you enter the camp.” 

Chen Zhiguang didn’t give another look to the former chairman of the board Zhao Li. Looking at Yue 

Zhong he plainly said: “You aren’t permitted to carry weapons in Long Hai City base. You must hand over 

all of your weapons. Any God and Devil World equipment and items must be handed over to the base. 

Otherwise you will be violating the crime of concealing goods and weapons. Right now men go over here 

and women go over there. We will conduct a search for items.” 

Finished speaking, Chen Zhiguang began to bring Yue Zhong and his men to a small room. 

A female government employee began to bring Zhao Li to another small room. 

“Wait a moment! I’ll exchange! I want to exchange for food stamps!!” Seeing that Chen Zhiguang was 

leaving, Zhao Li immediately panicked. She grabbed her suitcase of RMB and ran in front of Chen 

Zhiguang yelling. 

Zhao Li didn’t know what it was like inside the base, but if she didn’t have food she couldn’t survive. No 

matter for how much she must exchange for some food stamps. Otherwise it would be hard for her and 

her son to survive in the base. 

Chen Zhiguang looked at that well developed woman, his eyes flashed a lewd look. With a cold smile he 

handed Zhao Li a piece of paper: “Right now I’m not in the mood to help you exchange. If you want to 

exchange food stamps, come alone to this place tonight.” 

Zhao Li took the small piece of paper and looked. Her face turned white. On that piece of paper was 

written an address for a unit number. She was a person who had experienced life, and she clearly 

understood Chen Zhiguang’s meaning. 

Without paying attention to Zhao Li, Chen Zhiguang brought Yue Zhong’s group forward to the small 

room. 

“Is it really like this?” Zhao Li grabbed the piece of paper. Her facial expression was unsettling. She 

originally believed she would have a life on top of the social order after arriving at Long Hai City survivor 

camp. But just now an ordinary government official started to make eyes at her body. It made her heart 

fill with fear and uncertainty for the future. 

Chen Zhiguang and three personnel started to search group’s private items in the small room. 



The four men had dirty hands, and they took the cigarettes and candy and put them in their own 

pockets. 

The job of receiving survivors is a lucrative position. These workers can fish up a lot of treasure from the 

survivors every day. 

Da Gouzi watched Chen Zhiguang steal his cigarettes. Immediately panicking, He shouted: “Wait a 

moment, these are mine.” 

Chen Zhiguang face sunk. He stared at Da Gouzi and said: “What are your things? These are mine. Don’t 

say things you’ll regret! Be careful or I’ll charge you with slander. I’ll make you squat behind bars.” 

Da Gouzi shouted with unlimited fury: “So you are like this! No different than bandits!” 

Chen Zhiguang looked at Da Gouzi and coldly smiled: “What? You disapprove? If you disapprove of the 

Boss then he’ll make you disappear. This Boss works so hard to receive all of you. If the Boss isn’t 

rewarded then who would do it? If you have the ability, then go file a complaint.” 

The other three workers all laughed. Before Z-Age public complaints were basically useless. Don’t even 

mention the chaotic order after Z-Age. So long as one doesn’t create any huge disturbances, then the 

upper authorities basically won’t look into these small matters. 

Da Gouzi still wanted to say something, but Yue Zhong gave him a look. He immediately shut up. 

Chen Zhiguang saw Da Gouzi shut his mouth, and he became pleased. He saw the ring on Yue Zhong’s 

hand, and his eyes shined. Without any scruples he said: “You! Take off your two rings. I carelessly 

dropped those in the past, and you still haven’t given them to back to me?” 

A cold light passed Yue Zhong’s eyes. He coldly said: “Are you certain you dropped them?” 

Chen Zhiguang appeared generous and said: “That is without a doubt! Take them and give them back to 

me. I won’t make a fuss about you stealing my rings. Theft is a serious offense in Long Hai City. People 

caught by police can be shot at the scene. I have a good heart. I don’t want to shed blood, I’ll release 

you.” 

Yue Zhong coldly smiled. A cold light flashed in his eyes, and he launched the Art of Fear skill towards 

Chen Zhiguang! In an instant, an astonishingly baleful energy proliferated out of Yue Zhong’s body, and 

it enshrouded Chen Zhiguang’s body. 

Chen Zhiguang’s face turned white, and his eyes suddenly lost the expression of this world. He saw 

himself being grabbed by a two meter tall monster. It used an electric saw and cut open his body, and 

blood and guts flowed out of his body. The pain was so severe he couldn’t help but let out a cold 

miserable lament. His entire person was powerlessly kneeling on the ground, loudly screaming a sad cry. 

“Save my life!! Save me!! Save me!!” Chen Zhiguang’s eyes became blood red, and he collapsed 

paralyzed on the ground. His body was coldly sweating, and the pain was like a fish being deep-fried. 

Those three workers saw Chen Zhiguang in such a miserable state, and their faces changed. They fished 

out the stolen items from their pockets while apologizing repeatedly: “Sorry!! Sorry! We didn’t know 

you were an evolver!! We didn’t mean to offend, please forgive us!” 



An evolver with these types of skills is something these small fry aren’t able to deal with. Especially a 

type of skill Yue Zhong used that could make Chen Zhiguang feel unbearable pain without any warning. 

This is the first time they had seen an evolver with this type of skill in Long Hai City. 

Yue Zhong didn’t want to kill anyone, and he released the Art of Fear skill from Chen Zhiguang. 

Chen Zhiguang recovered after being released from the skill. He difficulty stood up, and looked at Yue 

Zhong in fear. Not daring to try anymore tricks, he trembled and said: “Big brother, you all need to first 

fill out a form. After being separated here for two hours, there will be a person who will arrange work 

and habitation according to your skills.” 

 

  

Chapter 95 Joining the Base 

Yue Zhong received the form and looked at it, only to see that there were all sorts of questions on it. 

Chen Zhiguang, on one side, cautiously said : “In this form, the most crucial point is regarding your 

occupation and ability before the Z-age. According to your occupation and ability, you will be provided 

with work and goods. Among these, evolvers can get very good treatment. They can join army troops or 

possibly be an employee of the government branch.” 

Experiencing Yue Zhong’s fearful ability, Chen Zhiguang didn’t dare to provoke his anger again. Although, 

inside Long Hai city, even evolvers couldn’t kill as they wished. But Yue Zhong’s strange ability could 

absolutely kill him easily without being discovered. 

Chen Zhiguang reminded: “Occupation and ability is very important, this directly relates to your future 

treatment.” 

The rule of the Z-age is the law of the jungle, Chen Zhiguang was very clear on this one point. He won’t 

dare to go against Yue Zhong who was an evolver. He could only try as much as possible to win his favor 

. 

Yue Zhong tossed out a pack of cigarettes to Chen Zhiguang and indifferently said: “ We want to be 

together, what methods do you have ?” 

“Thank you, brother Yue !!” Chen Zhiguang received the cigarettes, his eyes showed a hint of happy 

expression. Cigarettes were very high in demand inside the base, but yet they were very hard to come 

by. For ordinary people like themselves, it was very difficult to obtain a pack. 

Chen Zhiguang pondered a moment : “If you want to be together, then you all need to fill the form as 

jobless. Only, if that happens, then your future treatment won’t be good .” 

Longhai City base was a place where people who were dragons as well as those who were snakes 

mingled. There were also quite a bit of small powerful gangs. Chen Zhiguang has also seen many groups 

not willing to separate. After all, everyone together meant big power and so wouldn’t be easy to be 

bullied by other people. 



After listening to Chen Zhiguang, Yue Zhong’s party all filled both the occupation and ability as 

unemployed. 

Two hours later, Yue Zhong’s party walked out of the room. 

On the other side, Lu Wen, Chen Yao also walked out of their room. 

“Brother !” seeing Yue Zhong leaving the room, Lu Wen ran to his side and held his hand. 

Guo Yu also came to Yue’s side. 

The rest of the girls stood across Yue , looking at Yue with eyes full of complex feelings. Starting today, 

they would be separated and would have to face the unknown world by themselves. 

Chen Yao came next to Yue and with a complex look, slowly said : “ Yue! I am going to go. Henceforth, if 

you face any problems in Longhai city, you can come to me. I will come help you to the very best of my 

ability.” 

The Chen family had quite an influence in Longhai city. Chen Yao made clear, her identity. After which, 

her identity was authenticated and she could meet with her relatives in Longhai city base. 

Yue Zhong glanced at Chen Yao and in a heavy sound, said: “take care! ” 

Yue Zhong also absolutely regarded Chen Yao as one possessing remarkable capability and outstanding 

looks. Only that, every person has their own ambitions. Yue was also already mentally prepared for her 

departure and so, he didn’t feel any big disappointment or loss. 

“Goodbye!” Chen Yao looked attentively at Yue Zhong, sight diverted towards his side where on each 

side stood Guo Yu and Lu Wen. A complex light flashed past her eyes. Leaving behind the sentence, she 

left with Ji Qing Wu. 

Zhao Li walked next to Yue Zhong and implored to Chen Zhiguang who was next to his side : “ Brother 

Chen, I beg you to help me exchange the food stamps. I beg you!” 

Zhao Li already realized, Long Hai City survivor base isn’t the perfect haven she had imagined. Her status 

as a fast food chain chairman had no use here. Basically there was no one to purchase her stock. She 

had no choice but to lay aside her status before Z-Age. A that time she basically looked down upon little 

office workers. 

Chen Zhiguang looked at Zhao Li. Waving his hand he said: “No time! Scram!” 

As the Long Hai City survivor base admittance personnel, Chen Zhiguang had encountered several big 

bosses. Before Z-Age Zhao Li had money and status, but now she had neither. 

Zhao Li’s face turned white, and her eyes flashed with hopelessness. If she couldn’t turn that suitcase of 

RMB into food stamps, then it was just a box of useless paper. She was very clear about this point. 

Without food stamps in her hand, she didn’t know how long she could survive in Long Hai City. 

“Help her exchange!” Yue Zhong plainly said while looking at Chen Zhiguang. 

“Yes! Brother Yue!” Chen Zhiguang immediately replied with respect, then he called over a worker and 

commanded him: “Little Lin, take this woman and go exchange for food stamps.” 



Little Lin arrogantly looked at Zhao Li. He coldly said: “Follow me!” 

“Thank you!” Zhao Li stooped and expressed thanks to Yue Zhong. She finally grabbed her suitcase and 

follow little Lin, leaving the area. 

“Brother Yue, follow me! I’ll bring you all to your residences.” Chen Zhiguang said with a pleasing look 

towards Yue Zhong. 

Z-Age follows the laws of the jungle. Chen Zhiguang relied on his status as a civil servant to strut around 

in front of ordinary survivors. But before the powerful people of Long Hai City, he had no such swagger. 

Chen Zhiguang didn’t have much clout in Long Hai City survivor base, therefore he was always looking 

for someone to be his supporter. 

Chen Zhiguang wanted to cling onto Yue Zhong to climb in power. Yue had strange abilities and also 

other strong people who followed him. If he could become Yue Zhong’s trusted aide, then his power in 

Long Hai City survivor base could become consolidated. He was willing to receive humiliation in order to 

receive help. 

Walking on the street, Chen Zhiguang apologized to Yue Zhong: “Brother Yue, today’s matter, it is my 

fault! I have eyes, yet I failed to recognize Mount Tai. I have greatly offended you, please forgive me.” 

Yue Zhong plainly said: “The matter is in the past.” 

Chen Zhiguang’s gave Yue Zhong face: “Brother Yue, can I mix in with you? I don’t have any big sway, but 

I can navigate the back alleys. If there is anything you are unclear about, just ask me.” 

Da Gouzi saw Chen Zhiguang’s sudden turn, and he coldly mocked: “Your face is really thick!” 

[TL: Having a thick face means someone is shameless.] 

As if Chen Zhiguang didn’t hear, he continued to wait upon Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong considered a moment, then immediately said: “Okay!” 

Although he got the rough introduction from Wang Hai about Long Hai City, he could still use a detailed 

explanation. One that couldn’t be said in a short period of time. 

Chen Zhiguang was joyful: “Thank you brother Yue! Thank you brother Yue!” 

Under the guidance of Chen Zhiguang, Yue Zhong’s group arrived at their residence——The building was 

a five-story piece of junk in a shantytown. 

Every floor had three rooms. Inside there was nothing but a bed and a toilet. 

Outside of that building was an ordinary house. There were several trees planted around it, some 

abandoned farmland, and a small pool. 

Chen Zhiguang’s apologetically said: “I’m sorry brother Yue! Jobless survivors can only live in remote 

places like this.” 

Chen Zhiguang was certainly not a high up official. Naturally he couldn’t arrange a nice place for Yue 

Zhong. 



Yue Zhong nodded and didn’t say anything. 

 

  

Chapter 96: Shopping 

Everyone had been busy the whole day. Their stomachs were hungry, so they left the building and went 

out. 

Not long after leaving the building, they saw an open place with some stands arranged. Several workers 

were there distributing relief food. 

Dozens of people were in a long line waiting for food. 

One fatty was holding a ladle. Every person who passed by the pot received a scoop of gruel plopped in 

their bowl. 

Da Gouzi walked by and took a look. He saw that in the bowls there wasn’t any rice, it was basically all 

water. He couldn’t help but complain: “Damn, is this what people eat? It’s all water!” 

Da Gouzi could eat a bowl of food every day in Always Bright Village. The gruel in Always Bright Village 

also had more rice in it than this. 

The fatty distributing the gruel looked at Da Gouzi and mocked: “If you don’t want to eat then scram! 

Wait until you’ve been hungry several days, then you’ll reconsider.” 

The other survivors received bowls of gruel that were practically water, and they all licked their bowls 

clean. Then they looked at the big pot of gruel with greedy eyes. 

This bowl of relief food is practically rice soup and not gruel. But to these survivors, it is their hope for 

life. 

Chen Zhiguang apologized to Yue Zhong: “Brother Yue, I’m sorry. You all can only receive the relief food 

here.” 

Yue Zhong looked at the large relief food pot without much rice inside. He had not the slightest bit of 

interest in it. He asked to Chen Zhiguang: “Is there a market here? I want to go buy a few things.” 

Chen Zhiguang immediately said: “Yes! Please follow me.” 

Walking along the road in the survivor camp, Yue Zhong’s group saw everyone looked famished. Clearly 

they were all starving. There were several places with refugees lined up to get gruel. 

Under Chen Zhiguang’s guidance, Yue Zhong arrived at a street. There were all types of things displayed 

on the street. The complexions of the vendors were only slightly better than the other survivors of the 

city. 

“There is the rice store. You need government issued food stamps to exchange for rice. The government 

worker salaries are all issued with food stamps. The army is the same.” Chen Zhiguang pointed over at a 

store where four soldiers guarded with live ammo and explained to Yue Zhong. 



“This is Phoenix street where they sell all kinds of goods. If you have foodstuffs or food stamps, you can 

buy many things.” Chen Zhiguang pointed at a street and explained to Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong heard Chen Zhiguang’s introductions, and then he lead everyone into the street in a 

grandiose manner. 

“Boss, can I buy this pot and these bowls?” after arriving at a general store, Yue Zhong looked at the 

floor full of pots and pans and asked the owner. 

The owner looked at Yue Zhong, and immediately his eyes became bright. He hastily said: “one or two 

food stamps for a pot, one or two food stamps for twenty bowls, one or two food stamps for a kitchen 

knife, one or two food stamps for three iron pots. Or you can use food to exchange.” 

Chen Zhiguang pulled on Yue Zhong, he coldly said: “Boss, you’re being swindled. The price is extremely 

high. Leave, brother Yue we will go to the next place.” 

Yue Zhong immediately turned to leave. The shop owner hurriedly stood up. He shouted out: “Don’t 

go!! Don’t go! A little cheaper is okay. A little cheaper is okay!!” 

Yue Zhong pointed all around at the ground, indicating a full set of pots and pans: “We will buy all these 

for five packs of instant noodles. Otherwise you can just keep them.” 

The shop owner gritted his teeth: “Deal!” 

Right now the foodstuffs in Long Hai city were extremely strained. The value of these pots and pans 

were extremely low. Five packs of instant noodles would be enough for the owner to eat a good meal. 

Yue Zhong waved his hand. Da Gouzi fished out two bags of instant noodles and gave them to the store 

owner. Lin Jun and the others gathered up the pots and pans. 

“Boss!! I have good things here!! Come over here to shop!’ 

“Boss, come over and take a look!” 

Seeing Yue Zhong shopping so generously, the surrounding store owners all invited him to their shops. 

“Captain Yue! There are tools to repair vehicles!” Chen Dalei, the vehicle repairman, walked over to a 

vendor. Seeing the tools at the vendor, his eyes became bright. 

Chen Dalei is a proficient vehicle mechanic, but when he was fleeing, he had to lighten the burden by 

throwing away his food. Seeing the vendor’s tools, he couldn’t bear it. He was extremely clear on his 

position in Yue Zhong’s group. He must bring into play his abilities so as not to be discarded. 

Receiving Yue Zhong’s approval, Chen Dalei went to the vender and used four packs of instant noodles 

to buy the tools. 

“Boss! Come over here and buy something. I’ll give it to you cheaper!!” 

The vendors became even more cordial after seeing Yue Zhong be so generous. 



Food was currently in the highest demand at Long Hai City. There weren’t many customers on this 

street. After all, the most important thing right now is to eat. Very few people could use food to buy 

things. 

Long Hai city was different than Always Bright Village. There were all kinds of tools here. Several of them 

Always Bright Village didn’t even have. Yue Zhong’s group walked along the road and bought several 

tools to bring back to Always Bright Village. 

As Yue Zhong was walking on the road, a young woman wearing extremely short jean shorts and a 

yellowed white t-shirt rushed over to Yue Zhong. She was full of a youthful energy, and she implored to 

Yue Zhong: “Brother! Do you want to play with me? I was a high school student in the past. A bag of 

instant noodles is good for one night. I haven’t eaten a full meal for a week. I’m begging you play with 

me! I’m hungry!!!!” 

He saw the good looking girl who wasn’t even twenty years old. Yue Zhong’s eyes flashed a complicated 

light. He never thought that the Long Hai City survivor base which was under control of the government 

would have this type of sight. 

Guo Yu and Lu Wen looked at that young woman. Their eyes filled compassion and celebration. They 

were compassionate about the young woman’s fate, and they celebrated their good fortune in finding 

Yue Zhong. They didn’t know if they would have sold themselves due to hunger. 

Chen Zhiguang looked at the young woman with no place to go. He turned and said to Yue Zhong: 

“Brother Yue, don’t pay attention to her! To play with these kind of goods, you don’t need one bag of 

instant noodles. A bag of instant noodles can buy three prostitutes, furthermore they will all still be high 

school students before Z-Age. If you want to play, I’ll take you to them.” 

“Big brother! I’ll do anything! However you want to play is okay! I’m begging you,, play with me!” The 

high school student was knelt before Yue Zhong begging. 

Yue Zhong didn’t give her another look. He just kept walking with his people. 

When the high school student was begging before Yue Zhong, she felt something in her pocket. She felt 

and felt, and discovered it was a compressed biscuit. She grabbed it while looking at Yue Zhong walk 

away. Seeing Guo Yu and Lu Wen at Yue Zhong’s side, her eyes flashed with envy. Then she went into a 

side alley and ate her compressed biscuit while crying. 

 

  

Chapter 97: Ice King Association 

“Brother, why didn’t you directly give the compressed biscuit to her?” Lu Wen asked Yue Zhong 

curiously. She saw that although Yue Zhong didn’t take notice of the high school girl, he still secretly 

gave her a compressed biscuit. 

Yue Zhong said in a low voice: “If I directly gave it to her, I’m afraid it won’t remain in her hands more 

than a few minutes before being stolen by others.” 



Chen Zhiguang said: “Lu Wen, it’s just like brother Yue says! The law and order in this place really isn’t 

good. Although robbery, rape, and violent crime are all sentenced to death when discovered, these 

kinds of thing still occur.” 

Anything can happen when people are extremely hungry. Even though the crimes of rape and robbery 

were sentenced to death in Long Hai City, but the unsuppressable darkness in several people’s hearts 

break the precious idea of safety. And people still do these things secretly. 

“Big Brother! Come play! One night for two food stamps.” 

“Big Brother, come play a moment? One bag of instant noodles for a night.” 

Not long after Yue Zhong’s group departed the high school student, several women lined themselves up 

neat and orderly. The famished looking women surrounded Yue Zhong’s group, selling themselves. 

“Seems like Longhai City is also not a good place.” This was the first time Yue Zhong had seen the sight 

of women selling themselves without fear. Seeing those famished women, without a shred of dignity, 

made him waver about his previous decision. 

In the past, Yue Zhong wanted to come to Longhai City survivor base because he hoped to see the order 

reinstated. A place where people aren’t lacking food and clothing. With a place like that, he could rest 

easy passing on the survivors over to the base, and then he could take several trusted friends to 

Nanning, to search for friends and family. 

Chen Zhiguang, extremely capable of being flexible and taking advantage of the situation. He saw Yue 

Zhong’s brows wrinkle, and immediately his face dropped. He roared at the surrounding women: “Start 

rolling! Don’t circle up! Be careful, if you come over again I’ll make each one of you squat in jail.” 

The surrounding women saw Chen Zhiguang’s government clothing, and their eyes flashed with dread. 

One by one they withdrew and gave up. 

The position of government workers wasn’t something, these prostitutes could compare with. Offending 

a government worker was unwise in Z-Age. 

Yue Zhong looked at both his sides, and his brows slightly wrinkled. He saw the famished women neatly 

arrange themselves on both sides of the road. Some women were even putting on a little bit of makeup. 

The whole group of women selling themselves looked rough. There were actually over a hundred of 

them. 

“What is that place?” After moving far away from Phoenix road, Yue Zhong saw several soldiers guarding 

on the street, blocking off the road. 

Everyone’s clothes on the road looked fresh. Their faces had a red glow, and they clearly weren’t 

starving. Yue Zhong even saw a pretty woman wearing the latest fashion, leisurely pulling along a 

Pekinese dog. 

The street was orderly and tidy like the world before Z-Age. Outside the street was extremely cruel. 

Everyone was famished, selling themselves for a piece of bread. In and out of the street, one is heaven, 

other is earth, like two worlds together. 



Chen Zhiguang looked at the special region a little enviously. He slowly said: “That is the special region. 

Only high level government personnel and high level army officials can enter that region. The supplies 

there are the best. People like us ordinary government workers barely have enough to eat in one day. 

Don’t even think about meat and vegetables. The life of the people in the special region is worryless. 

They don’t have a lack of meat, vegetables, or various type of goods. Even the dog in there eats better 

than outsiders.” 

Although Chen Zhiguang was a government official, he hadn’t eaten meat for two weeks. The large 

majority of meat had been handed over to the special region supplies. The government officials could 

only go around half hungry, eating things like meat was just a dream. 

“While the rich, wine and dine, the poor freeze to death on the street. These words are truly 

appropriate.” Yue Zhong looked at the special region, then he turned his head and prepared to leave. 

Just when they were about to leave Phoenix street, a very arrogant, domineering young man wearing a 

military overcoat and black leather boots brought seven men carrying machetes in front of Yue Zhong’s 

group, blocking their path. 

The bossy young man wearing military clothes had a strange look. He chided to Yue Zhong in a loud 

voice: “Boy, you have just arrived! This is young master’s territory. To do trade here, you must give 

young master a protection fee. It’s to protect your trade! Take out half of the food on your person and 

give it over to Boss.” 

The seven people behind the man dressed in military clothes all waved their machetes at Yue Zhong’s 

group. 

Seeing the man show off his military strength, Yue Zhong’s brows wrinkled. He asked Chen Zhiguang; 

“Doesn’t the base not allow people to carry weapons? How can these people have blades?” 

Chen Zhiguang laughed and said: “Brother Yue, the rules are dead, people are alive! As long as you have 

a connection, getting a gun in the base is no problem. In the black market, so long as you have food, you 

can get anything. This young man is named Hou Jinbiao. He is the subordinate of one of the four big 

evolvers, Ice King Zhang Yun. There aren’t many men who dare provoke him.” 

Chen Zhiguang said to Hou Jinbiao: “Jinbiao, give me face. How about not taking the protection fee?” 

Hou Jinbiao’s face turned ugly, and he fiercely said: “Chen Zhiguang, what are you calculating, you want 

young master to give you face? You are a government employee telling Boss to fuck off. If you don’t pay 

the protection fee, Boss is going to fucking square you away.” 

Chen Zhiguang was scolded by Hou Jinbiao, and immediately his face burst white. His government status 

could only bully ordinary survivors. He could do nothing in front of those persons under the cover of the 

powerful evolvers. Because of this, Chen Zhiguang wanted to become Yue Zhong’s member after seeing 

his tyrannical power roll into town. 

After Hou Jinbiao scolded Chen Zhiguang, he turned his head and saw Lu Wen and Guo Yu standing at 

Yue Zhong’s side. His eyes flashed with lewdness. He reached out a hand, grabbing towards Guo Yu’s 

chest. He sloppily said: “What a pretty girl, let young master feel well. I can be your first groom. Haha!!” 

Lu Wen’s and Guo Yu’s complexions changed, and they immediately retreated behind Yue Zhong. 



Seeing Hou Jinbiao’s lewd appearance, Yue Zhong’s eyes flashed a cold light. He walked a step forward. 

Then he sent a ruthless kick flying at Hou Jinbiao. The power of an evolver burst out, and the kick 

exploded his family jewels. 

“AH!!!” Hou Jinbiao cried out in misery. He grabbed his genitals and struggled in pain on the ground. 

“Fuck him!! He dares oppose the Ice King association! Chop them to death!” 

“Fuck! Chop up that little cunt.” 

 

  

Chapter 98: Ice King Zhang Yun 

Seeing the balls of Hou Jinbiao exploded by Yue Zhong, the faces of the seven men holding machetes 

changed. They violently chopped, rushing towards Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong calmly stood there, looking at the seven men bum rushing towards him. 

White Bones was standing beside Yue Zhong disguised as a person. Right as Yue Zhong was about to be 

chopped, White Bones rushed into the machete men. Using strength that was three times a normal 

person, it exploded punches onto their bodies. 

In only a few rounds, the seven men holding machetes all had their ribs broken by the bullet and knife 

proof White Bones. They vomited blood onto the ground, and let go of their machetes. 

Chen Zhiguang heart filled with excitement as he looked at Yue Zhong downplaying the defeat of Hou 

Jinbiao’s group: “Master!! too strong!” 

The laws of Z-Age are the laws of the jungle. Only the strong can continue surviving in this world. The 

weak can only choose to follow the strong in order to live on. 

“Captain Yue! Do you want to kill them?” Liu Yan’s eyes flashed a fierce light as he asked Yue Zhong. 

Liu Yan originally followed Tiger and now followed Yue Zhong. Both his hands were covered in blood, 

and he already had no regard for other people’s lives. 

Hearing Liu Yan’s words, the eyes of the seven men flashed with fear. They had also taken several 

people’s lives, but they didn’t dare kill people in the middle of the street. 

Chen Zhiguang was also frightened by Liu Yan’s words. He quickly said: “Brother Yue! You can’t kill! 

Killing people on the street is the death penalty!! The base will certainly send people to put you down.” 

Yue Zhong looked around. He saw the people on the street were all afraid to look at their group. There 

were also three people wearing police uniforms observing from far away. 

After Z-Age order became chaos. The exceptional existence of evolvers also appeared. So long as no one 

was killed, the policemen didn’t wish to casually interfere in a power conflict. 

Yue Zhong’s eyes flashed a cold light at the seven men lying on the ground. He commanded to White 

Bones: “Break their right hand, then make them scram!” 



After losing their right hands, they would have no way to bring Yue Zhong trouble again. 

White Bones received the order and directly moved forward. It grabbed a man’s hand and twisted with 

its strength, fracturing the bones. 

“Ah!!!!!” The man immediately cried out a cold miserable lament, grabbing his right hand he painfully 

struggled up. 

The remaining men thought to flee, but they weren’t the slightest bit faster than White Bones. One by 

one their right hands were snapped, crying out painful screams. 

Looking at White Bones snapping the right hands, Chen Zhiguang’s heart couldn’t help but shiver. If he 

didn’t immediately join up with Yue Zhong, he seriously didn’t know what would happen to him. 

Leaving behind a ground full of screaming pain, Yue Zhong’s group left the area, returning to the city. 

Not long after, a group of men went over and carried Hou Jinbiao and the others away. 

In the beautiful villa at the Jingshan Garden in Qingyuan county, A handsome 27 or 28 year old man 

wearing a white shirt that was open revealing his chest was eating abalone bird’s nest soup. Two 

extremely beautiful women wearing Chinese style dresses were attending to him. This 27 or 28 year old 

man was the Qingyuan county Ice King Association boss, Ice King Zhang Yun. 

[TL: google search “旗袍” to see some chinese style dresses. And Qingyuan county is the county the 

Long Hai city survivor base is located in.] 

A medium build man wearing western style clothes had a poker face as he told Zhang Yun in a low voice: 

“Boss, I have something to report to you.” 

Zhang Yun waved his hand at the two beautiful women, and they retreated away. 

Zhang Yun’s brows slightly wrinkled, then he asked the middle aged man: “Zhao Xiong! What is making 

you so intense. Why have you unexpectedly sought me at this time?” 

Zhang Yun absolutely hated it when other people disturbed him while eating. Zhao Xiong is his close 

friend, so naturally he is clear on this point. But he still came at this time. Clearly something urgent 

occurred. 

Zhao Xiong said in a low voice: “Today a new person came to the base. A man named Yue Zhong 

exploded Hou Jinbiao’s balls with a kick at Phoenix Street. He also ordered the right hands of Hou 

Jinbiao’s subordinates be broken. 

Zhang Yun’s face changed, and his palm heavily slapped on the table. He yelled out: “Fuck! Someone 

dared touch my people! That person called Yue Zhong is really acting recklessly! Zhao Xiong, have you 

found where they live?” 

Although he is called one of the four big evolvers in Qingyuan. In reality Zhan Yun was just a small fry 

before Z-Age. Only after Z-Age, the first zombie he killed dropped a skill book that allowed him to 

control ice. And after all kinds of lucky coincidences, he became the Qingyuan Ice King. It is said he 

doesn’t have the grace of a strong person. 



Zhao Xiong reported: “They all live in the Shiyuan region of the city.” 

Zhang Yun listened and simply said: “Make Ma Jin go kill Yue Zhong tonight!” 

Hesitating a moment, Zhao Xiang asked Zhang Yun: “What about Hou Jinbiao and his men?” 

Zhang Yun insidiously laughed: “Kill them! If Ma Tie can’t kill Yue Zhong, then tomorrow go report to the 

authorities. Say Yue Zhong and his men publicly killed people.” 

Zhao Xiong couldn’t help but suggest: “Boss, wouldn’t a bad idea?” 

Zhang Yun could easily be deserted by the masses by being this mean. 

Zhang Yun waved a hand, impatiently saying: “If I don’t kill them, I will have to give them medical 

treatment. Don’t you know the situation right now? Where will we get the food and medicine plus a 

doctor to treat them. As long as we have food we can recruit as many people as we want. There is no 

need to waste food on crippled people. Do as I say, now leave!” 

In Long Hai City, as long as one has food, they can buy manpower. People are the thing of lowest value. 

Apart from few close friends, Zhang Yun didn’t view those like Hou Jinbiao as people. If they die, they 

die. 

Zhao Xiong saw Zhang Yun’s appearance and knew Zhang Yun wanted to go enjoy the women. He 

silently withdrew. Zhao was afraid he would make Zhang Yun angry if he kept speaking. 

On the other side, Yue Zhong’s group returned to their residence. They immediately started cooking 

food. After busily working, their dinner was quickly prepared. 

Yue Zhong’s group ate hot steamed rice, marinated steak, canned lunch meat, and canned vegetables 

for dinner. 

Chen Zhiguang looked at the dinner of Yue Zhong’s group, and he started salivating: “How abundant!” 

Although Chen Zhiguang was a government worker, he hadn’t eaten meat in two weeks. The majority of 

the canned meat had been confiscated and given over to the specialty region supplies. He could only eat 

enough to not starve. Eating something like meat was just a dream. 

 

  

Chapter 99: Plan 

Yue Zhong saw Chen Zhiguang drooling at the mouth, and he plainly said: “Come over and eat!” 

“Thank you brother Yue!! Thank you brother Yue!” Chen Zhiguang immediately shouted, expressing 

thanks and grabbing food at the same time, gobbling up huge chunks. 

Seeing Chen Zhiguang wolf down food, Da Gouzi muttered: “He’s like a hungry ghost!” 

[TL: Hungry Ghost https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hungry_ghost] 



Facing Da Gouzi’s ridicule, Chen Zhiguang continued on like he didn’t hear, eating like a hungry ghost. 

After four bowls of food he could no longer endure,finally setting down his chopsticks. 

After eating and drinking his full, Chen Zhiguang finally turned to Yue Zhong and worriedly said: “Brother 

Yue! Ice King Zhang Yun is strong and very vindictive. You offended him today, and he will certainly not 

let you go. You need to be more careful.” 

Yue Zhong simply said: “I know!” 

“Then I’ll go. You had better rest well today!” Finished speaking, Chen Zhiguang left the place. 

Night fell. Apart from the special region, a few villas, and some lamps, the remaining regions were 

enshrouded by darkness, a deathly loneliness. 

A dark figure moved through the darkness like a fish. It was if the figure and the darkness blended into 

one. 

The dark figure quickly moved in front of the area where Yue Zhong’s group was staying. He moved on 

the ground on all fours like a lizard. He moved like something inhuman climbing up the wall without a 

sound, all the way to Yue Zhong’s window. 

The black figure carefully extended his head and looked into the window of Yue Zhong’s residence. His 

eyes carefully searched, and he was able to see a trace of green light. 

It was a moonless night, and in addition the surrounding area didn’t have a trace of light. The people in 

the room could look out the window and not be able to discover the black image on the window. 

“Did you look enough?” Just when the black figure was looking into the window, Yue Zhong immediately 

appeared in front of the window and stared at the black figure, coldly speaking. 

The black figure’s eyes flashed with fright. He immediately pulled out a gun and aimed at Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong’s eyes flashed a cold light. His fist waved out, like rapid thunder a high speed explosion burst 

on the black figure’s oval face. The black figure was sent flying in an explosion from the wall like an 

artillery shell. Pounding onto the ground, he spit out a large mouthful of blood, dying after struggling a 

moment. 

Ma Tie relied on night vision ability and climbing ability. When assassinating others in the darkness of 

night he extremely rarely failed. This time running into Yue Zhong, he was struck down without Yue 

Zhong even bringing abilities into play. Although Ma Tie had the ability to climb up a wall, he didn’t have 

the ability to survive a five story fall. 

Yue Zhong walked out the building and looked at Ma Tie’s corpse. His brows slightly wrinkled: 

“Assassination? Don’t tell me it is the Ice King Association? That was really fast.” 

“Brother, what matter is this?” Lu Wen also came out of the building over to Yue Zhong’s side. She asked 

a little scared seeing Ma Tie’s corpse. 

Guo Yu also walked over to Yue Zhong’s side using her two two eyes that could speak words to stare at 

Yue Zhong. 



Just now in the house, Yue Zhong had made Lu Wen and Guo Yu leave the room for their own safety. 

This made them feel uneasy. 

Yue Zhong simply said: “It’s nothing! I estimate it is an assassination from the Ice King Association.” 

Lu Wen also brought some people wearing gloves, and they searched Ma Tie’s body. They grabbed two 

pieces of equipment and handed them over to Yue Zhong: “Captain Yue, this is the assassin’s 

equipment.” 

“Level 2 item: Speed dagger. Increases agility by 5 when held in hand.” 

In addition to the speed dagger, Ma Tie also had God and Devil World shoes. 

Yue Zhong only wanted the speed dagger. He said Liu Yan: “I’m giving you these boots!” 

Liu Yan excitedly said: “Thank you Captain Yue!!” 

The God and Devil World system dropped various types of equipment that could increase the ability of 

people. Yue Zhong’s subordinates all knew this. But only by using God and Devil World skills and 

equipment against mutated beasts and zombies could these items drop. Because of this, there aren’t 

many God and Devil World items. Each one is extremely precious. 

Liu Yan was able to receive a pair of God and Devil World shoes, and he became much stronger. 

Liu Yan put Ma Tie’s corpse into a bag and tossed it into a far away pond. 

After everything was settled, Yue Zhong ordered White Bones to stand guard, and then he called Lu Wen 

and Guo Yu back into the building to rest. 

Early in the morning at 4:00 am, inside his house, Zhao Xiong looked at his watch and frowned. He 

slowly thought: “Failed? It seems that person named Yue Zhong is much more tough than we imagined.” 

When Ma Tie assassinated others, he could quickly achieve success. Not returning at this time obviously 

means his assassination failed. The majority of people who offended the Ice King Association were all 

killed at Ma Tie’s hands. Very few could escape the assassination of Ma Tie in the darkness of night. 

“Looks like I need to implement the second plan.” 

The next day in the early morning, Yue Zhong’s group had just finished eating breakfast. Three people 

wearing police uniforms came over. 

A middle-aged policeman came over to Yue Zhong’s group and coldly stated: “Who is Yue Zhong!” 

Yue Zhong looked at the policeman and simply said: “I am!” 

The middle-aged policeman said with a look of righteousness: “Come with me right now. You are 

suspected of publicly killing people in the base. If you resist, we have the authority to shoot you to death 

right here!” 

Yue Zhong’s brow wrinkled: “I didn’t kill anyone? Yesterday I only taught those people a lesson. Go to 

Phoenix street and investigate, and then you’ll know.” 



Another policeman’s brows wrinkled. He pulled out the gun at his waist. Then he pointed it and scolded 

at Yue Zhong: “The level of bullshit is too high! Sincerely come along with us. Be careful, if you speak 

fucking bullshit again the Boss will execute you!” 

Yue Zhong’s eyes flashed a cold light, and he immediately started the Art of Fear skill. 

In a brief moment, the policeman’s thoughts entered into a world full of fear and terror. In that world, 

ten corpses were taking bites out of his flesh. 

“Ahhhh!!!! save me!! don’t! don’t bite!! save me!!” The policeman emitted a painful lament. Eyes 

written with fear, he kneeled on the ground. 

“What did you do!” the middle-aged policemen and the other shouted. They all wanted to pull out their 

guns. 

Standing at Yue Zhong’s side, White bones moved forward like an arrow. A fist exploded on the middle-

aged policeman’s face, sending him flying. Then White Bones sent a kick to another policeman’s 

stomach, sending him flying several meters, holding his stomach struggling endlessly. 

 

  

Chapter 100: Series of Traps 

The middle-aged policeman stood up with a face full of blood, he said to Yue Zhong in a stern voice: 

“Yue Zhong! You are assaulting the police! You are making an enemy of the Communist Party and the 

government! If you don’t stop your savage act, you will be shot to death!” 

Yue Zhong didn’t take another look at the middle-aged policeman. He shouted to the policeman who 

first intensified the conflict by drawing his gun: “Who made you come here! Speak honestly, and you 

may come back from the underworld.” 

“Ice King Association’s Zhao Xiong! He came and reported a case. He said eight men of the Ice King 

Association died and you killed them! He made us come to grab you!! After grabbing you, we were to 

confiscate your weapons and kill you in jail!! We were going to get 50kg of food stamps and a beautiful 

woman after finishing the job!!” The man’s eyes were written with terror shrouded in the Art of Fear. 

Kneeling on the ground, he yelled everything that occurred behind the scenes. 

Under the shroud of Art of Fear, the policeman’s thoughts were brought to another world. Ten zombies 

rotten zombies, eyes bulged, covered everywhere in boils they continued eating his body. The art of fear 

skill wasn’t something ordinary people could endure. 

“Pan Zhang, what are you saying!!” The middle-aged policeman roared like a furious lion upon seeing his 

colleague spill the beans. 

Yue Zhong coldly looked down upon the three policemen, and he ordered a command to Liu Yan: “Truly 

ugly! You are considered policemen? You really give this job a bad name. Liu Yan, remove their guns and 

give them a slap!” 



After Z-Age, the majority of original policemen were infected, becoming zombies. Very few of the 

policemen in Long Hai City survivor base were policemen before Z-Age. The rest of the policemen are 

temporary recruits. This made the police force become a mix of dragons and snakes, utterly corrupt. 

Liu Yan sneered. He brought two men and removed the three police officer’s guns. Then he grabbed 

them up by the hair, and he ruthlessly slapped their faces until they swelled up. 

The other survivors in the slum took joy in the misfortune of the three policemen. They didn’t have a 

favorable impression of these guys who liked to show off their little bit of strength in front of ordinary 

people. 

Yue Zhong looked at the three policemen who had been slapped swollen and coldly said: “Scram! Don’t 

let me see you again!” 

“Everyone, take cover!” suddenly, Yue Zhong felt an absolutely horrifying premonition. He immediately 

shouted. His image flashed, quickly hiding behind a house. 

Almost as soon as Yue Zhong left his original position, a gun made a sound like thunder crashing, and 

bullet landed where he was standing. 

Lu Wen, Guo Yu, and Liu Yan already sought cover at Yue Zhong’s command. 

Hearing the gunfire, the surrounding onlookers became a chaotic circle. They fearfully fled in all 

directions. 

In the chaos, an ordinary appearing person wearing tattered and soiled clothes approached the three 

policeman. He moved three times faster than an ordinary person, and he shot the heads of the three 

policemen at point-blank range. 

Without any chance to defend, the three policemen lost their lives in a bloodbath. Their eyes were full 

of disbelief as they fell to the ground. They never thought they would suddenly be shot. 

“What a fierce method!” Yue Zhong watched the three policemen collapse to the ground, and his eyes 

flashed a cold light. In order to frame him, the Ice King Association suddenly murdered three policemen 

in public. It was an extreme level of lawlessness. 

Yue Zhong initiated his combined body defense skill, and White Bones condensed into a bone armor. 

Yue Zhong rushed like electricity out from his cover towards the Ice King Association evolver. 

The agility type evolver of the Ice King Association saw Yue Zhong rushing towards him in bone armor. 

He immediately turned and ran from Yue Zhong. He already used a skill in order to assassinate those 

three policemen. He didn’t have enough stamina to use a second skill. 

While rushing, Yue Zhong suddenly felt danger. He immediately started to move in a zig-zag pattern 

towards where the agility evolver was moving. 

“So fast!” far away on the roof of a building, a sniper was holding a sniper rifle. The sniper had no way to 

lock onto the high speed image of Yue Zhong. 



After a few seconds, Yue Zhong already cut down the distance between him and the Ice King Association 

evolver. Arriving behind the body of the agility type evolver, Yue extended a hand to grab onto the 

evolver’s body. 

The evolver immediately rolled, fished out a type 54 pistol, and fired successive shots at Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong’s body slightly leaned. Yue Zhong maneuvered behind the agility evolver in the split second 

he aimed his gun. Using a knife hand he chopped into the evolver’s neck, causing him to faint. 

A bullet sound thundered just at Yue Zhong moved to grab the evolver. A sniper bullet passed through 

the evolver’s head, splashing blood everywhere. 

Yue Zhong looked at a distant location. Relying on his perceive danger skill, he could sense the sniper 

had already withdrew from his location after assassinating the Ice King Association evolver. 

“So skillful!” Yue Zhong quickly rushed back to the residential area after grabbing the evolver’s 

equipment. 

As soon as he returned to their place, Yue Zhong distributed to everyone the prepared ammunition and 

guns from his storage ring. He commanded in a deep voice: “Immediately prepare to withdraw! If our 

path is blocked use force, completely destroy everything!” 

The three policemen already passed death’s door. Dead men cannot tell tales. Due to the influence of 

the Ice King Association at Long Hai City, they would quickly be surrounded by the military and police. 

Staying here is a road to death. 

With Yue Zhong’s power and equipment, there was hope he could escape a military encirclement, but 

he was afraid the other people would all be left behind in Long Hai City. 

If Yue Zhong surrendered, the lives of his group wouldn’t be in their own control. Their lives would be 

completely in the hands of others. 

Receiving Yue Zhong’s orders, everyone quickly grabbed type 79 machine guns and rushed after Yue 

Zhong. 

Seeing Yue Zhong’s group carrying type 79 assault rifles traveling along the road. Everyone withdrew 

one by one and hid in their houses. They only peeped from the crack in the door at Yue Zhong’s group. 

 


